Adaptive Action:
True and Useful
by Royce Holladay
In Human Systems Dynamics (HSD), we rely on a short list of simple rules to build coherence across our diverse,
open, nonlinear system. The use of these six generalizable and actionable rules has helped us build self-similar
patterns between and among the 300 Associates who participate in our network. These same rules, with slight
variations, have guided decisions and actions of HSD Institute in the ten years since our inception.
• Seek the true and the useful
• Teach and learn in every interaction
• Attend to the whole, the part, and the greater whole
• Give and get value for value
• Engage in joyful practice
• Share your HSD story
Over the next six months, the Change the World newsletter will provide an in-depth exploration of each of the HSD
simple rules. This month we start with “Seek the true and the useful”.

In life, we are often confronted with challenges that are complex, and decisions are often
muddled and unclear. One clarifying question we use in HSD asks us to consider whether the
choices we see are both true and useful.
Is this information true?
Whatever data or information we look at, we seek to verify its truthfulness. We lfor for
information that is empirically verifiable or true according to experiences of others, or ourselves.
If our intention is to move toward coherence across systems or to find sustainable levels of
tension in our current system, then we make decisions and take action based on what we find to
be true.
In HSD we consider four kinds of truth:
•
•
•
•

Objective Truth - There is evidence that all have access to that says something is true.
Normative Truth - There is an agreement between the members of a group that something
is true.
Subjective Truth - One’s own personal interpretation or understanding tell them that
something is true.
Complex Truth - In recognizing the validity of the other three, we can choose which one
to use for shared purposes.

Any of these types of truth are useful at some point or another. However we have to realize that
Normative and Subjective truths are less likely to hold true across diverse settings or across time.
Is this information useful?
Even as we consider the truth of a set of data or bit of information, it is critical that we know
whether or not it will move us to wise and considered action--is it relevant to my action at this
point in time. Even if something is true by every measure of evidence, if it cannot inform our
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action, it is not useful. Groups, teams, organizations, and governments can get stuck complaining
or fighting about information that may well be true, but that cannot help them move forward.
Basing all decisions on past history is an example of this. We may know about wrongs
committed in the past, and we cannot do anything to change history. If that knowledge, however,
leads to actions that are not adaptive or sustainable, that information is not useful across the
whole system.
I recently worked with a group of school administrators, talking with them about this simple rule.
One of them talked about how his staff was stuck in their concerns about some of the parents
who did not support their children’s involvement or performance in school. He started to work
with his staff, calling that concern “true and useless” because, while it might be true, there was
absolutely nothing they could do about that as a staff. He challenged them to take action around
the things they could do something about to get “unstuck” around this one thing they could not
change.
Adaptive Action Based on True and Useful
When we rely on true and useful to inform our decision making we stand in inquiry in the So
what? stage of the Adaptive Action cycle. After all data and evidence is gathered, we consider
the truth and usefulness of each piece, bringing it forward to inform decision making only when
we can answer both questions in the affirmative.
In HSD Institute, we continue to seek ways to explore both the truth and usefulness of the
information we use in decision making and in building the field of human systems dynamics.
The tool we offer this month may serve as a reminder to you as well. Let us hear about your own
search for the true and the useful as you use Adaptive Action to respond to your ever-changing
landscape.
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TRUE
NOT TRUE

USEFUL

NOT USEFUL

Definition:
Information that is true according to
evidence and/or experience, and it
is useful in decision making.

Definition:
Information may be true, but it is
not useful or relevant to me in the
challenge I face currently.

Impact:
We can make informed decisions
and take coherent action that
serves us at all scales and across
time and space.

Impact:
We get stuck considering something
we have no control over and are
unable to make decisions or take
action.

An Example:
We have evidence of an economic slow
down and can use that to make wise
fiscal decisions.

An Example:
We get stuck, complaining about
parents who don’t prepare children to
perform in school, and fail to act on
those challenges we can affect.

Definition:
Information I use may not hold true
across time and/or space, but it is
helpful to me right now.

Definition:
Information that’s not true by any
definition can’t contribute to action
taking or decision making

Impact:
I may take action in this moment,
but I cannot rely on the experience
to inform future decision making or
to generalize across space or time.

Impact:
We get stuck looking for ways to
change the truth or to make
something work, rather than just
moving forward.

An Example:
Unethical political operatives use halftruths and innuendo to influence voters
and win the day.

An Example:
We find information about a new
product is misleading, yet we continue
to try to make it work.
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